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PART I 
CERTIFICATED PERSONNEL RECOGNITION AND PROCEDURAL AGREEMENT
 
AND
 
METHODS BY WHICH NEGOTIATIONS WILL T AKF: PLACE
 
WITH SAID ORGANIZATION
 
TUPPER LAKE CENTRAL SCnOOL BOARD OF EDUCAnON
 
AND
 
TUPPER LAKE UNITED TEACHERS
 
ARTICLE I. AGREEMENT 
This recognition and procedural agreement is made and entered into this 28th day ofJW1e, ]993, 
and modified on the 20th day of March, 2003, and modified on the 30lh day of September, 2004, 
and modified on the 30th day of July, 2008 by and between the Tupper Lake Central Sehoal 
Board ufEducation (hereinafter referred tu as the "Board") and the Tupper Lake United Teachers 
(hereinafter referred to as the "United Teachers"). 
ARTICLE II. RECOGNITION 
The Board recogniLcs the United Teachers as the exclusive negotiating agent for all certified 
personnel under written contract with the Board of Education, excluding the Chief School 
Officer, Administrative Assistants, Principals and the Athletic Director, but including 
Department Leaders, Guidance Counselors, School-Nurse Teachers, Dental Hygiene Teachers, 
School Nurses, Certified Teacher Assistants, Occupational Therapists, and PcrsoIIDel in areas not 
requiring specific certification whether or not they shall actually be engaged in classroom 
inslruction, sueh recognition to extend to the date of the termination of this agreement. The 
United Teachers will periodically remind its membership of their professional responsibilities 
with regard to this negotiated agreement. 
ARTICLE III. MEMBERSHIP:_FREEDOM OF CHOICE 
Ii is further recognized that teachers have the right to join or nol to join the United Teachers, and 
membership shall not be a prerequisite for employment or continuation of employment of any 
employee. 
ARTICLE IV. AREAS FOR DISCUSSION, NEGOTIATION AND AGREEMENT 
This recognition constitutes an agreement between the Board and the United Teaehers to reach 
understandings regarding matters of terms and conditions of employment. The Board and the 
United Teachers recognized that the Board is the legally constituted body responsible for the 
determination of policies covering all aspects of the Tupper Lake Central School District. The 
Board reeognizes that it must operate in accordance with the statutory provisions of the New 
York State Law, New York State Education Department and the Rules and Regulations of the 
Commissioner of Education. The Board cannot reduce, negotiate or delegate its legal 
responsibilities. 
ARTICLE V. PROCEDURES FOR CONDUCTING NEGOTIATIONS 
1. NEGOTIATING PROCEDURES. Designated representatives of the Board shall meet at 
an agreed upon place and time with representatives of the United Teachers for the purpo~e of 
effecting a free exchange of facts, opinions, proposals and counterproposals in an effort to reaeh 
agreement. Both parties agree to conduct such negotiations in good faith and to deal openly and 
fairly with eaeh other on all matters. Following the initial meeting (to be set as described 
below), such additional meetings shall be held as the parties may require in order to rcaeh 
agreement on the issue, or issues, or until an impasse is reached. Meetings shoJI not exceed two 
(2) hours unless agreed upon and shall be held at a time other than the regular school hours. 
2. OPENING NEGOTIATIONS. All issues \0 be proposed for discussion and negotiations 
shall he submitted in writing by hoth the United Teachers and the Board or their delegated 
representatives at the first meeting of the negotiating teams. In response to any reque~~ 
meeting shall be set within fifteen OS) days. 
3. EXCHANGE OF INFOjl.MATION. Each party shall furnish the other, upon reasonable 
request, all available infonnation pertinent to the issue or issues under consideration. 
4. REACHING AGREEMJ,NT. When agreement is reached by the designated 
representatives of the parties, on all matters and issues under discussion and negotiation; the 
Board, at its own expense, will cause said agreements to be reduced to writing. The proposed 
contraet shall then be promptly submitted to the memben-:hip of each party, in accordance with 
their respective rules of the procedure, it shall be executed on behalf of the parties thereto by 
their respective duly authorized OfliCCT or officers. 
5. RESOLVING DIFFERENCES. In case of disagreement about the meaning of this 
recognition agreement, or in the event an agreement is not reached by negotiations after full 
consideration of proposals and counterproposals, the parties agree to resolve their differences by 
using the Taylor Law (Article 14 of the Civil Service Law). 
ARTICLE VI. RIGHTS OF MINORITIES AND INDIVIDUALS 
The legal rights inherent in the Statutes of New York State for certified personnel are in no way 
abridged hy this agreement. 
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ARTICLE VII. IMPLEMENTAnON AND AMENDMENT 
This recognition and procedural agreement shall become effeetive upun its approval by the 
United Teachers and the Board. It may be amended by consent of both parties with the written 
evidence of said consent being presented by each party to tbe other. 
TUPPERJL,JA~§J;:J;!~~L SCHOOL BOARD OF EDUCATION 
BY':::::====::=;~=-.::>2.-~1;::L--~;:::;--;--_(L.S.) 
Superintendent of Schools 
TUPP~.. ~TED ~CHERS 
BY _,_:fIaJiif 
... 
(L.S.) 
Presidenl 
CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF
 
TUPPER LAKE CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT, TUPPER LAKE, NEW YORK,
 
AND THE TUPPER LAKE UNITED TEACHERS
 
AREA II 
INTRODUCTION 
This contractual agreement, entered into this 30th day of July, 2008, has deVeloped from mutual 
understanding of the educational aims and financial capabilities of the school district by the 
Board of Education and the Tupper Lake United Teachers. Procedures as established under the 
provision of the Public Employees Fair Employment Act (Taylor Law) and all signed documents 
on file, such as definition of units of representation by the Board of Education, application for 
registration and/or recognition by the Tupper Lake United Teachers, notice of recognition of the 
United Teachers posted for the required period and public notice published in the local 
newspaper as prescribed by law, must all be considered part oflhis contract as the nature of their 
contents applies to wages, salaries and other terms and conditions of employment. All such 
documents arc to have a lifetime of effectiveness as they relate to the duration of this contracl. 
ARTICLE I. DISTRICT EDUCATORS' ASSEMBLY 
SecHon 1. Purpose 
1.1 The purpose of the District Educators' Assembly is to promote stronger conncetions between 
the faculty, the administration, and the Board of Education. This can best be done by openly 
sharing information, concerns, and perceptions. 
1.2 It is not expected that these discussions will result in substantive decisions bUI will rather 
determine ways by which these decisions can be made. When appropriate, discussion topics or 
recommendations will be directed to the administration, the Board of Education, the site based 
teams, Middle/High School Department Leaders, Elementary Curriculum Coordinators or to the 
Executive Board of the United Teachers. When appropriate, ad hoc committees may be formed 
Lo facilitate the discussions ofthc District Educator's Assembly. 
1.3 The District Educators' Assembly will not discuss problems that constitute a grievance. 
Grievances will be resolved hy means of the grievance procedure outlined in this contract. 
Section 2. Membership 
Membership in thc District Educator's Assembly is given to members of the Executive Board of 
the Tupper Lake United Teachers, thc Chicf School Officer, administrators, and members of the 
Board of Education. 
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SectiQD 3. Leadership Committee 
A leadership committee of the District Educators' Assemhly will be composed of the Chief 
School Officer, the President of the Board of Education, and the President of the Tupper Lake 
United Teachers. This committee will solicit discussion topics frum the membership, establish 
agendas, and facilitate meetings. This committee is empowered to invite to meetings other 
coneemed individuals. 
Section 4. Meeting!! 
There will be two annual meetings of the District Educators' Assembly, one in the fall and one 
latcr in the year. Additional meetings may be called by the Leadership Committee. 
ARTICLE II. GRIEVANCE PROCEDUR]!; 
DECLARATION of POLICY 
In order to cstablish a more harmonious and cooperative relationship between employees. 
administrators and members of the Board of Educatio~ which will enhance the total program of 
the Tupper Lake Central Sehool System, it is hereby declared to be the pwpose of these 
procedures to provide a means for orderly settlement of differences promptly and fairly, as they 
arise, and to assure equitable and proper treatment of empluyees pursuant to all rules, regulations 
and policies of the district. The provisions of these procedures shall be liberally construed for 
the accomplishment of this purpose. 
DEFINITIONS 
Teacher shall mean any employee covered by this agreement. 
Administrator shall mean any teaeher responsible for or exercising any degree of supervision or 
authority over any other teacher. 
a. Chief School Office.t shall mean tbe Superintendent of Schools. 
b. lmmediate Supeni~9rshall mean the Building Principal. 
Representative shall mean the person or persons designated by an aggrieved employee or group 
of employees as his/her or their counsel to act in hislber or their behalf An aggrieved employee 
may not designate more than two representatives whcn presenting an individual grievance. A 
group of employces (three or more), when presenting a grievance, may not de~ignate more than 
five representatives. 
Day~ for the purpose of this Grievance Procedure only, shall mean days in tile school calendar. 
A grievance must be submitted at InfOlmal Stage 1 within twenty (20) school days from the time 
the grievant became aware or should have become aware of the alleged infraction whlch 
occasioned the grievance. 
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Grievance, for the purpose of this agreement, shall mean any dispute between the Board and any 
employee or group of employees eovcred by this agreement concerning the meaning and 
applicatiDn of the specific written provisions of this agreement 
BASIC PRINCIPLES 
(1) It is the intent of these procedures to provide for the orderly settlement of differences in a 
fair and equitable marmcT. The settlement of a grie"'ance at the earliest possible stage is 
encouraged. 
(2) An emplDyee shall have lhe right to present grievances in accordance with these 
procedures free from coercion, interference, restraint, discrimination or reprisal. 
(3) An employee shall have the right to be represented at any stage of a gricvance procedure. 
(4) Each party to a grievancc shall have access at reasonable times to all written statements 
and records pertaining to such case. 
(5) All hearings shall be confidential. 
(6) It shall be the respDnsibility of the Chief School Officer of the district to enforce 
grievance procedures. Each Administrator shall have the responsibility to consider promptly 
each grievanee presented to himlher and make a detennination within the authority delegated to 
himlher within lhe time specificd in these procedures. 
(7) The function of these procedures is to assure equitable and proper treatment under the 
existing laws and negotiated agreement hetween the Board and the United Teachers. They are 
not designed tD he used for changing such rules or cstablishing new rules. 
(8) Full report of findings must be published within two weeks following the final decision at 
the arbitration sLage. 
PROCEDURES 
(1) InfoI:'mal Stage J - The aggrieved employee or group of employees shall orally present 
the gricvance to hislher building principal who shall orally and informally discuss the grievance 
with the aggrieved employee or group of employees. The huilding principal shall render hislher 
detennination to the aggrieved employee or group of employees wilhin 5 school days after the 
grievance has been presented to himlher. If such grievance is not satisfactorily resolved at this 
stage, the aggricved employee or group of employees may proceed to the second informal sLBge. 
(2) Jnformal Stage 2 - Within five (5) school days after a determination has been made at 
the preceding stage, the aggricved employee or group of employees may make a request that thc 
Chief School Offieer review and render a detennination. 
Within ten (10) days after the grievance has been presented to him/her, the Chief School 
Officer shall notify the employee or group of employees ofhislher determination in the matter. 
(31 Board Stage - The aggrieved employee or group of employees may, within five school 
days of the determination by the Chief School Offieer, make a written request to the Board of 
Educafion that it review the detennination. All written statements and record~ of the case shall 
be submitted to the President of the Board of Edueation by the Chief School Officer. The Board 
of Education may hold a hearing to obtain further information regarding the case, or it may 
render its determiniition on the matter upon the records pre~ented to it. 
Within thirty (30) days after the grievance has been presented to the Board, its 
determination shall he rendered in writing to the aggrieved, the Chief School Officer, and any 
other supervisor or administrator rendering a detLnnination in the case. 
(4) Arbitration Stage - Within (20) days of the Board's decision, the Tupper Lake United 
Teachers or the aggrieved teaeher(s) may notify the Board that the matter will be submitted to 
arbitration. The Tupper Lake United Teachers may request that the American Arbitration 
Association submit a list of seven arbitrators. A copy of this request will be submitted to the 
Chief School Officer. The arbitrator will be selected by the altcmate striking of names from the 
list until one is designated as arbitrator. 
The arbitrator's decision will be in writing and will set forth hisJher findings, reasoning and 
conclusions on the issues suhmitted. The arbitrator \ViII be without power or authority to make 
any decision, which requires the commission of an act, prohibited by law or which is violative of 
the terms oCthis Agreement. The decision of the arbitrator shall be binding. The arbitrator shall 
have no power to alter, add to or detract from the provision of the Agreement. 
The cost for the service of the Arhitrator will be borne equally by the District and the Tupper 
Lake LJnited Teachers. 
The election to submit a grievance to arbitration shall automatically be a waiver of all other 
remedies or forums which otherwise could be available. 
Note: Grievance procedures extending into the summer vacalion period will proceed as 
if school was in session. 
These procedure~ may be amended by mutual agreement oCthe LJnited Teachers and the Board. 
Amendments may be proposed by either party and will take effect only after written statements 
of approval have been received by both parties. A copy of these procedures and any 
amendments thereof shall be distributed 10 all employees and shall be filed with the State Civil 
Service Commission Clerk of the Board within 15 days after their adoption. The procedures 
shall be open to public inspection at reasonable hours at the School District Office. 
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AllcI1CLE III - PROFESSIONAL IMPROVEMENT 
Section 1. Te~ch~I/Teaching Assistanf and School Nurse In·Service Education 
At the request of the United Teachers or on the Board's initiative, arrangements may he made for 
after school course~, workshops and conferences. Travel, meal~, lodging and registration fees 
and the cost of substitute teachers may be deemed appropriate expenses of the Board within the 
limitations of Article rv, Section 5D(4) of this agreement. 
a. Teachers, Teaching Assistants and School Nurses seeking inservice credit must have 
prior approval from the Superintendent to jn~ure credit for the inservice program. 
b. It shall be the professional respons-ibility of each professional covered under this contract 
to participate in a minimum of one credit of inservice every two years (one inservice credit 
equals 10 hours of instructional time). This requirement may be fulfilled through courses from 
the Adirondack Teacher Center, college courses, BOCES or local workshops, conferences, or 
with the approval of thc Superintendent, an individualized plan of professional growth. If the 
School District reque~ts a teacher to attend an inserviee training, workshop or c<Jnference outside 
of the regular school day, thc teacher will receive $12 per hour for actual travel time. 
Teachers who teach inscrvice courses for the district will receive double the numher of 
credits stated for the course for up to two (2) presenters, unless otherwise agreed upon by thc 
district. The presenter(s) will be compen~ated for a totaJ often (10) hours of preparation timc at 
the stated continuing education hourly rate. A certified Red Cross/CPR trainer will receive up to 
two (2) credits annually for First Aid and CPRIAED classes completed. Additionally, the 
instructor will be compensated for all district approved preparation at the stated continuing 
education hourly rate. 
c. The School District agrees to offer at least four inservice cour~es each year. A minimum 
of two courses will bc offered between July and January. Two additional eourses will be offered 
between January and June. These courses shall be planned in accordance with the District's 
Professional Development Plan (PDP) which calls for professional development activities to be 
done through the Comprehensive Distrid Education Plan (CDEP) or other strategic planning 
methods. The CDEP or strategic planning team is composed of teachcrs, counselors, and 
administrators. The team will plan inservicc eourses as part of CDEP or annual strategic 
planning. The team will solicit recommendations for courses from all staff. At least two ofthe 
courses will be planned from the recommendations received if deemed appropriate by the CDEP 
or Strategic Planning Team. 
d. Once a year, the District will provide to all professionals CQvered under this eontract a 
continuing education report showing the inservil:c crcdit for eaeh individual on record with the 
Superintendent's Office. 
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e.	 If alternatlvelblock scheduling is approved at the middle/high school, in addition to the 
district's responsibility to offer three district-wide inservice courses nnder the provisions 
of paragraph c. above, the district will offer one course each year at the middle/high 
school specific to the teaching techniques which will assist teachers in effectively using 
the alternative schedule. Thc.<le inservice oourscs will be designed and facilitated by the 
Tupper Lake Middle/High School Site Based Team. All middlelhigh school tcachers 
will be allowed to take theses courses for inservicc crooit. Each of these courses will 
satisfy the teacher's requirement lor one inservice credit (10 hours ofinslruclional time) 
every two years ill accordance with paragraph b. above but will not increase that 
requirement. The decision to takc any course will be solely that of the individual teacher. 
This is not intended to negate the teacher's thrcc-year professional development 
obligation. 
Seclion 2. Teacher Recruitment 
2.1 Middle/High School Department Leaders or Elementary Curriculum Coordinators and 
the appropriate subject area or grade level teachers will be involved in the selection of new 
teachers, teacher assistants, and administrators. 
2.2 This procedure is in no way intended to avoid or supersede thc lcgal responsibilities of 
the Chief School Officer and the Board. 
Section 3. Teacher Employment 
3.1 Newly appointed teachers or counselors will receive onc year credit for each year of prior 
teaching experience up to eight years of service. This credit will be based on successful full 
years of public school experience or equivalent at the discrction afthe Chief School Officer. A 
maximum of two years of credit for military service, Peace Corps, Vista Setvicc, and service of 
other comparable nature at a rate of one per year of service may be credited at the discretion of 
the Chief School Officer. The abovc language does not preclude the Chief School Officer upon 
the authoriz:ation of the Board of Education to place 8..Il individual on the salary schedule at a step 
higher than step 8. 
3.2 The granting of credit for teachers who have resigned and laler returned to the school 
system, and their placement on the salary schedule, is left to the discretion of the Chief School 
Officer, subject to the approval of the Board of Education. 
3.3 Previously accumulated, unused sick leave may bc rc:stortil to returning teachers at the 
Board's discretion. 
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ARTICLE IV--, Lj;:AVES OF ABSENCE 
Section 1. Sick Leave ~ru:LetrrsQnJ~1L.~liI:Y~ 
1.1 Sick leave will accumulate in such a manner that at the end of each fiscal year no 
employee will be in a position such that pay has been deducted hut credit exists for sick leave. 
The annual allotment of sick leave will be fifteen (15) days, five (5) ofwhieh may be utilized as 
personal leave. Days will be fractionalized to accommodate absences of less than a full day. 
Teachers who commence paid employment later than September 1 of any sehool year and 
leachers who leave paid employment before the end of the sehool year, will he given leave credit 
on a pro-rata basis. Up to four times per year, with approval from the building principal, unit 
members may leave school at 2:00 p.m. or for up to 40 minutes during the s.chool day. To leave 
during the school day, the unit member must discuss the nature of the request in sufficient detail 
for the prineipal to be assured there will be a timely return. Thi~ time will not be deducted from 
siek or personal time, unless the leave is more than 40 minutes. 
1.2 Unused sick leave and unused personal leave in any year will aecumulate as sick leave. 
Personal leave, as such, does not aecumulate. 
1.3 Sick leave will be granted for days of illness to the teacher. Sick leave will also be 
granted for illness or death in the family in the following case~: 
A. Spouse or child of teacher. 
B. Parent or grandparent ofteat.:her. 
C. Spouse's parent. 
D. Brother or sister of teacher and of spouse. 
E. Others who reside in the same household a~ part of the Family of the teacher. 
(Sick leave for illness of a member of the family is limited to 30 day~ per school year, per 
occurrenee, for categories A. and E. above; and limited to 10 days per school year, per 
occurrence, in categories 8., c., and D. above). 
(Sick leave for death of a member of thc family is limited to ]0 days per school year, per 
occurrence, for catcgories A. and E. above; and limited to 5 days per school year, per occurrence, 
in categories B., c., and D. above). 
Nothing in this language limits the Superintendent from extending thc usc of sick leave 
for death of a family member on a ca~e hy ca<;;e basis. 
1.4 A physidan's ccrtificate may be requested hy the Chief School Officer for absences in 
excess of five (5) consecutive days. If the Chief School Officer has reason to believe an 
individual is abusing this provision, hc/she may request the physician's certificate when an 
absence has been le~s than five (5) days. 
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1.5 Pen.anal leave is defined as: Individual, private leave not assuciated with illness or 
death. Personal leave will be granted for personal business activities but nol lur any other 
problem the solution of which is thc responsibility of the teacher. Personal leave in order Lu 
extend a vaeation ur huliday will not be grantcd un the day or dElYs immediately preceding or 
immediately following any such vacation. Except in ca!>es uf emergency, arrangemcnts for 
persunal leave shall be made at least one week in advance, in writing, and submitted to the 
Principal of the building the tcaL;her spends the majority of the time working in. 
1.6 A teacher who has completed a minimum of two (2) rull years of teaching service in the 
district and whu is unable to teach because of illness, and who has exhausted all available sick 
leave, may apply for a [eave of absence, without pay. for a periud of one (1) year. The teacher 
must verify that he/she is actually !lick and unable to teach and upon sueh verification the Board 
will grant approval. The leave will be terminated if the teacher retires or accepts uther 
empluyment on a regular basis during the sehoul year. 
1.7 Not withstanding the language abuve, Unit memhers will be paid a year end hunus of 
$450 if they use no sick or personal leave during the school year. Unit members who use one (1) 
sick or personal day will receive $300 at the end of the school year. Unit members who use t\\'0 
(2) sick or personal days will receive $175 at the end of the school year. 
1.8 Sick Leiwe Pool: 
A sick leave pool shaH be made availahle to members of the Teaching and Administrative 
bargaining units. Rules pertaining to the sick leave pool are as follows: 
A. Any memher wishing to join will make 3pplication on the appropriate form prior to 
September 20. 
B. To join the sick leave pool, a member will donate three (3) sick leave days to the pooL 
To maintain membership, a member must dunate one (1) sick leave day per year exeept as 
described below. Membership wilJ continue from year to year without reapplying. Regu1ar part­
time teachers initially will donate three (3) part-time days ofleave to the pool and one (1) part­
lime day eaeh year to continue membership. 
The total number of days available for distribution from the siek leave pool in any ~chool 
year will be t\\'O hundred seventy five (275). 
If, as of September 20 of any given year, the number of accumulated sick leave days in 
the pool exceeds 550, only those teachers applying for initial membership will he required to 
contribute. 
C. Days donated to the pool are not refundable, except as stipulated in Item 0.13 of this 
section. 
D. The sick leave pool shall be available for illness or disability of the member only. 
E. To be eligible a member must have exhausted all sick leave. 
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F. No applications for the pool will be accepted. ifthc member has hecome sick or disabled 
before making application. 
G. Thc application for me of the sick leave pool must be accompanied by n doctor's 
stntement. 
H. The member is also required to furnish any other information the Cooperative Review 
Board may request. 
I. Applications should be made within one week of eligibility. 
J. Applications submitted more than one week after sick leave is cxhausted will be 
considered only when extraordinary circumstances prevent applying on time. 
K. Any member making a false statement in rcquesting siek days from thc pool or from his 
own accumulnted sick leave, or who shall deceive or attcmpt to deeeive the school district and/or 
the CRB, shall be guilty of fraud punishable by immediate suspension from the sick leavc pool 
Lor such a period of time as determined by the CRB. 
L. TIle CRB will render a written decision on all requests with one copy going to the 
member and one copy going to the Superintendent of Schools. 
M. Vlhen the individua.l has drawn his/her maximum entitlement from the pool, and returns 
to work, the individual will he eligible to draw from the pool again for an illness or disability that 
is not a reeurrence of the illness or disability for which he/she has drawn. 
N. Whcn a member does not use the total number of days alloeated, the remainder will be 
returned to the pool. 
O. Cooperative Review Board: 
1. The CRE shall consist of three (3) members of the United Teachers appointed 
annually by the Prcsident. three (3) persons appointed armually by thc Superintendent of Schools 
and one (1) person mutually agreed upon 8Imually by the United Teachers President and the 
Superintendent of Schools. 
2. The CRB will publish the official list of members in the sick leavc pool by 
October t of each year, a copy of which will be sent to the Superintendent's Office. 
3. A chairperson shall be elected by the CRB. from its membership, to serve for the 
duration of the negotiated agreement 
4. The chairperson will appoint a secretary from the members of the eRB. 
5. The CRE may require a member, requesting and/or receiving benefits, to submit 
to a physieal and/or menta] examination by a doctor of the CRE's choice. TIle memher will be 
responsible for all costs ofthe ex.amination. 
6. CRE decisions will be final and not subject to a grievance procedure. 
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7. 'J'he CRH may rljquest the applicant to meet with the CRD. if a meeting is deemed 
neet:s:;ary. 
8. The CRB will not honor applications for one day illnesses, 
9. The CRB will not consider normal pregnancy or ehildbinh a<; a reason for u:;ing 
the sick leave pool. 
10. When the sick leave pool balance drops below 100 days, the CRB will assess eaeh 
member an equal number of days which will be deducted from that member's sick leave to 
replenish the pool. The CRB will determine the number of days. 
If a member ha.o:. exhausted hislher sick days when such an assessment is made, 
he/she will eontinue hislher membership with the asses:sed days deducted at the begiIUling of the 
next school year. Members will be notified when the assessment is made, 
11. The CRR may grant <u; a maximum the following benefits to eligible members: 
During the first ycar of membership in the pool, , 30 day~
 
During the second year of membership in the pool , SO days
 
During the third year ofmembers.hip in the pool. , ,70 ~~
 
During the fourth year ofmembership in the pool. ,90 days
 
During the fifth year of membership in the pool , 110_d~
 
During the sixth year of membership in the poot. 130 days
 
During the sevcnth year of memhership in thc pool. 1SQ_days
 
Part-timc teachers will receive proportionate benefits: e.g. twenty (20) half days 
during the first year of membership, etc. for a teacher working 50% of the school day. 
12. Sick [eave paymcnts will end with the last pay period orthe school year. 
13. If, at the tennination of the negotiated agreement, the sick leave pool is not 
renewcd, the current members of the pool will be reimbursed the lesser of: (1) the number of 
days each contributed to the pool; or, (2) a proportionate number of days remaining in the pool. 
Seetion 2. Maternity/Child Re~ring Leave 
Upon request, maternity/child rearing leave will bc granted to any faculty member. This leave is 
also available to any adopting parent under the same oonditions. If both parents are employees 
of the District, either the husband or the wife may apply, not both. In cases where the child may 
be older than 1 year, the Board may also grant sueh leave upon rcquest. 
At the time the maternily/child rearing leave is requested, a beginning and ending date must be 
givcn to the Chief School Officer. "j'he school district will allow the remainder of the school year 
plus the following full school year, If the teacher wishes to return at an earlier or later date, 
arrangements may be made with the Chief School Officer. 
A teacher who has taught (including paid leave) une semester or more, or 90 days, during the 
school year in which the leave commences shall be cntitled to the next step on the salary 
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sehedule on return. A pregnant teacher t.enninating her active employment, by agreement with 
the Chief Sehool Offieer as herein above provided, may elect to (a) take maternity leave without 
compensation, and/or (b) take sick leave to the extent that her doctor declares her to be disabled 
(normally six weeks after delivery). 
In the case of adoption, regardless of the age of the child, the adoptive parent/teacher/employee 
will he afforded the same rights and privileges as the employees who are receiving maternity 
leave. Additionally, a parent adopting a pre-school age child, may use 20 days of sick lcave at 
the onset orlhe adoption. This period may be extended in the case ora medical problem with the 
child where a doctor certifies the need for extended care. 
In no case will sick leave benefits be paid for days in excess of the teacher's accumulated sick 
leave. 
Section 3. _Temporary Leave, Extended Leave and ~r_ofessional Leave 
Since it is clearly undcrstood that granting of temporary leave, extended leave and professional 
leave for any purpose may present a serious problem educationally, it is agreed thal 
consideration will be given to cases on an individual basis. Any teaeher desiring consideration 
for any purpose relating to these areas may apply to the Board for consideration and every effort 
will be made to give consideration to each particular, individual case, with effcctive instruction 
of the pupils of the school district to bc considered the most important responsibility of all 
C()ncemed. There shall be no loss of aCC'lJJTlulated sick leave and right to health insurance. 
Section 4. Sabbatical Leavc 
If and when such leaves are granted, the following guidelines shall be considered: 
Any teacher who has received tenure status with seven (7) years of teaching in the Tupper Lake 
School System shall be eligible for Sabbatical Leave. The Board will select the teacher whose 
Sabbatical Leave will, in the opinion of the Board, most benefit the School system. However, 
the Board will not be bound to grant the leave. 
I. Priority and approval of such leave shall be based on the lo11owing criteria among other 
things: 
a. Educational value to the School District. 
b. Full year applicants. 
c. Relationship to candidates field. 
d. First applicant. 
e. Length of service in the District. 
f. School need. 
2. TIlC request for leave must be submitted to the Chief School Officer by February 1st 
preceding the school year in which the Sabbatical Leave is desired. The Board will answer, in 
writing, within forty (40) days after the request. 
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3~ Teachers with a minimum of seven (7) years of service in the District may apply for such 
[cave. They have the option of receiving full salary for one half year or one half salary the full 
year. Salary payments shall be based on the salary that normally \','ould be paid to the teacher 
during the period of such leave. 
4. A teacher who takes advantage of Sabbatical leave must agree to and nllJ:st actually rerum to 
the School District for three (3) years of serviee or repay to the District all funds hc/she had 
rcceived, with interest at the highest rate allowed hy Jaw which shall ron from the date such 
funds were paid to himlher. 
5. A teacher who aceepts Sabbatical Leave shall not be eligible for Sabbatical leave again until 
he/she serve~ sevcn (7) more years in the District from the date ofhislherrcturn. 
Section 5. Professional Leave 
(This policy is in Lended to help accomplish the following purposes). 
A. Improve the instructional program. 
B. Encourage professional growth. 
C. Bring the bcst educational thinking and research to bear on local problems. 
D. Encourage educators to seek and keep positions in the Tupper Lake Central Schools. 
L The Chief School Officer shall encouragc school persOIUlel to take part in professional 
activi1ies designed to develop understanding and improve competence in their respective arcas of 
school work and such as will best meet thc needs of our schools. 
2. In order to carry out the policy sct forth above, members of the professional staff may, at 
the discretion of the Chief School Officer, be allowed to be absent from their regular dutics while 
receiving full pay to participate in such activities as conferences, conventions, intec-~ehool visits 
and work within the State Education Department. 
3. Carc shall be taken that adequate provisions are made for replacing. if necessary, thc staff 
member who shall bc absent to insurc that the number of persons attending a given activity is 
consistent with reasonable economy and is such as not to impair educational services, that 
reasonable rotalion among the staff members is practiced, and tbat information obtaincd be 
pre~ented to all staff members concerned Bnd a report given to the Board. 
4. For approved tcacher conferences and other profeElsional activities, actual and reasonable 
expenses for such activity sholl bc reimbursed up 10 :seventy five dollars ($75.00) plu:s 
tran~;portation, upon presentation of the proper claim forms. If the District requcsts tcacherEl to 
go to such activity. that teacher shall be reimbursed up to 100% for prior approved expenses. 
Reimbursement for mileage will be computed at the rate cstablished annually by the 
Board of Education. 
Section 6. .Jury Duty 
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Any teaeher summoned for jury duty shall be gran led leave to serve without loss of salary, 
personal leave or siek leave time. 
Section 7. Heallh Insurance During Leaves of Absenc.e
 
In cases where extended ehild-rearing leave is granted, the district will provide the teacher on
 
leave with health insurance for a period of six months or for the remainder of the school year,
 
whichever is greater.
 
In cases where other temporary unpaid leave is granted to an employee with fewer than five 
years of service, health insurance will be made available to the teacher on unpaid leave al the 
cost that is charged to the District for such coverage. Health insurance for teachers with hetween 
five and ten years of service will be made available at a rate of 50% of the cost that is charged to 
the District. Health Insuranee for teachers with greater than 10 years of service will be provided 
by the District. 
ARTICLE V - TEACHER. AND ASSOCIATION RIGHTS 
1. The Board shall make available, during nonnal working hours, to the United Teachers (upon 
request), any rca~"Onably available public information, statistics and records relevant to 
negotiations, or necessary to the proper administration of this agreement. 
2. The United Teachers shall be given an opportunity at Building Faculty Meetings to present 
brief reports and announcement-c;. 
3. The United Teachers shall have the right to post notices of its aetivity and matters of the 
United Teachers concern on existing teachers' bulletin boards in each school building. The 
United Teachers may usc teacher mailboxes for communications to teachers in accordance with 
present policy. The public address system may he used at convenient times as determined by the 
Building Principal for announeement of date, time and location ofmeetings, 
4. The United Teachers shall have the right to usc school facilities for its activities and 
meetings at convenient times as determined by the ChiefSehool Officer. 
5. Eligible teachers shall have the right to partieipate in activities pertinent to the operation of 
the New York State United Teachers' Association without loss of payor leave time. Those 
eligible shall include NYSUT Delegate and alternate to attend the NYSUT Representative 
Assembly, and the delegate and alternate to the NYS Teachers' Retirement System Conference, 
and the President or designee of the Tupper Lake United Teachers. Days used by the President, 
or designee, will be used for the purpose of conducting representation activities and District and 
Vnitcd Teachers liaison work. Such time taken shaH not exceed an aggregate total of eight (8) 
days in any school year. Except under extenuating circumstances, the Chief School Officer shall 
be given a minimum of two (2) days prior notice ofthesc absences. 
6. The United Teachers President will be provided with a copy of the Board's Policy Handbook 
and with copies of any change in amendments thereto. 
7. All teachers shall be entitled to attend, free of charge, all home-school activities. 
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H. Written pennission mu~t be received from lhe Chief School Officer before any soliciting of 
funds from school personnel by outside agencies shall commence. School personnel sholl not be 
approached during the school day for tllese funds. 
9. The Hoard will consult with the <lppropriate Building Level Planning Teams (or their 
equivalent) during lhe planning process of allY proposed major change in educational facilities or 
curriculum. Such consultation shall in no way be deemed to limit the Board's right [0 
unilalerally determine such speeifications or ehanges. 
10. The United Teachers President or his/her designee shall be allowed to ·... isit all school 
buildings to inve51tigatc working eonditions, teacher's complaints, problems or for other purposes 
relating to the proper administration of this agreement. The time so used must not conflict with 
the teaching duties of the Pre",ident or hislhcr designee or persons to be interviewed. 
The Building Principals will rni1ke every etTort, when scheduling non~ins1ructionol duties, to 
relieve tbe President of the United Teaehers from any such duties. 
11. The Board agrees to provide, at its own expense, a copy of this agreement to eoch teacher. 
12. An itemized deduction slip will aecompany each pay check. 
ARTICLE VI- TEACHER CONDITIONS 
1. The regular school day for teachers shall not exceed a total of seven (7) hours and thirty (30) 
minutes. Teachers at the Middle/High School shall sign in by 7:30 and will he permined to leave 
at 2:40. Teachers at LP Quinn shall sign in hy 7:50 and will bc permitted lo leave at 2:50. On 
one day per month the regular workday may be extended to eight (8) hours for the purpose of 
faculty meetings if scheduled. The Superintendent agrees to meet with representatives of the 
AssociRtion to discuss any alleged abuses in the applieation of this seelion. 
2. Class Load: 
2.1 Teachers will receive a preparation period of at lea<;1 forty (40) eontinuous minutes per 
day. Every attempt will be made to provide this time in one uninterrupted period. If this is not 
possible, the preparation period will not he divided into more than two periods. In addition to 
their daily preparation period, teachers will receive onc duty free lunch period of approximately 
thirty (30) minutcs including passing time. 
2.2 It ~hall be the District's goal to hold the middle sehool-high sehool teacher's teaching 
responsibility to no more than two (2) subject areas and a total of three (3) teaching preparatlons. 
A. The President of the Tupper Lake United Teachers and the Chief School Offh:er will 
review the master sehedule each year to determine [f any teachers have been assigned teaching 
responsibilities in exeess of two (2) subjeet areas and a total of three (3) teaching preparations. If 
this has happened and either the President of the Tupper Lake Uruled Teachers or the Chief' 
Sehool Officer fed it is necessary, a review conunittee will be fanned to study the situation. 
B. The review committee will be empowered to make reeonunendations to the 
administration or the Board of Education in an c110rt to bring the teacher's teaching 
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responsibility into conformity with the District's goal. A written respon,c;e to those 
recommendations will be provided to the committee and to the President of the United Teacher,c;. 
2.3 A standard leaching load for Middle/High School teachers i.e; considered to be five two­
mod classes or an average of roughly 200 minutes of direct instruction each day. Teachers who 
agree to do so may bc scheduled to teach a sixth class for a maximum of roughly 240 minute,c; of 
direct instruction. In the case ofa reacher with six classes or roughly 240 minutes of instruction, 
no supervisory time will be assigned. Teachers with five classes or roughly 200 minutes per day 
of instruction and who have 60 minnles for luneh and preparation time may be assignoo 
additional supervisory coverage. 
Teachers at the Middlefhigh school who teach 200 minutes per day and have 60 minutes for 
lunch and preparation time, may periodically be assigned coverage for an absent staff member. 
This assignment is nul eligible for additional compensation as noted in Article XVI. 
It is understood that fIrst and secontl ycar teachers, teachers with more than thrce different 
prep5, department leaders, music teacher!>, and special education teachers will not be subject to 
such assignment. Teachers with predominately middle school assignments may be included in 
this duty, provided such assignmcnt does not interferc with the 7th or 8th grade team planning 
time. 
Teachers eligible for such duty will meet with the principal carly in the school year to 
detcrrnine which mods may be covered in this manner and a rotation for such assigned coverage 
should it beeome neCeS::iiiry. It is understood that no substitute coverage will be assigned priOT to 
this meeting. 
1£ a teacher substitutes more than 10 mods per quarter, he/she may discuss thc situation with 
the building principal to find an agreed. upon solution. Teachers will be notified of a specific 
coverage as much in advance as possible. The principal may cancel the specific assignments, 
should he/she bc convinced by the teacher that there is an important reason to do so. 
2.4 Employment Conditions of Department Leaders and Curriculum Coordinaton 
a. The employment conditions of Department Leaders specified in this agreement are based 
on the Department Leader job description dated July 22, 1999 and revised June 11, 2002 and 
May 5, 2004. Any changes in this job deSCription will rcquire a change in the employment 
conditions spccified in this agrcement. 
b. Department leader and Curriculum Coordinator po,c;itions will be appointed annually by 
the Board of Education. If a Department Leader or Curriculwn Coordinator position is not 
renewed, or the tcacher 1S not rc-appointed, or the teacher choo,c;es not to oontinue a,c; Department 
Leader or Curriculum Coordinator, the teacher shaH return to full time duties under the 
ncgotiated salary sehedule and agreement and maintain seniority status. The teacher will have the 
right to return to teaching the classes he/shc left prior to becoming the department leader. The 
administration will solicit suggestions and conunents concerning Departmcnt Leader candidates 
prior to the selection of individuals for these positions. 
c. Department L~aders will be released from at least 80 minutes of instructional anrlJor 
supervisory dutie,c; unless olhcrwise agreed upon. Curriculum CQordinators will be provided 
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release time as needed to eomplete matters related to their duties as approved by the building 
principaL 
d. Department Leaders and Curriculum Coordinators shall remain cunenl with regard to 
New York State Curriculum Standards and research supported pedagogy. The school distriGt 
shall provide time for Department Leaders and Curriculum Coordinators to pursue protc'l:>sional 
development thai 1i:lCilitates this condition, 
e. Department Leaders shall do observations and peer coaching as outlined in Addendum 
A. 
2.5 At the Middle/High School, teachers and teacher assistanls will he available to help students 
during the tutorial period. 
2.6 At the Middle/High School, teachers are expccleJ to supervise hallways before and after 
school and between classes. Teachers will be in the building 20 minutes hefore the start of 
school and in homerooms at least] 0 minutes before the start of the school day. 
2.7 The remainder of the teacher workday at the Middle/High School will be leacher lunch and 
preparation time. 
2.8 It is agreed and understood that onc of thc advantages of the use of an allemativelblock 
schedule is that it provides added instructional time. Thi.o:l time may he used to broaden wur.o:le 
offerings as well as reduce class size. If alternative/hloek scheduling is implemented, teuclu.;rs 
will see a deerea~e in their average class size as compared with what class size averages would 
have been under a traditional schedule. For example, if class sins average 25 with a traditional 
schedule, average class si7e in a block schedule should be 21. Regardles:; of the 
alternativelblock schedule, average class size will not be required to be less than 18. No member 
of the bargaining unit shall be SUbject to a reduction in whole or in part, as a resull of the District 
implementing an altemativelblock sehedule. 
Note: There may be exceptions to the above language beeause of limitations on th~ number 
of student workstations available. PhY.o:licrd Education classes may not be smaller under a block 
.o:leheduJe but should bc 30 students or less per instructor. 
2.9 For the purposes of this contract, an altemalivelblock schedule will mean a tcaching 
schedule whic11 spreads an annual teaching load that would have constituted five sections or 
students in a flex-mod schedule into an annual teaching load of six seclions. For cxample, a 
teaching load of 120 students in a flex-mod sl'hedule would nonnally be divided into five 24 
student seetiom. Using an altemativelbloek schedule, those same 120 students would be divided 
into six sections of 20 studcnts each. 
2.10 It is recognized 1hat the size of a cla"s influences eRch child'" performance. Every 
reasonable effort will be made to maintain class sizes below the following: 
Grades K-3: 21 students
 
Grades 4-6: 26 sludent~
 
Grades 7-12: 26 students'"
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"When all class sizes at a grade level rcach one less than the maximum, the Building 
Principal, Chief School Officer, and all of the affected grade level teacher~ will mect in order to 
explore alternatives ghould the class size go over the abovc standards. A written report of this: 
meeting including advantages: and disadvantages of alternatives will be made to the Board of 
Educution and a copy provided to the President of the United Teachers. 
·It is recognized that scheduling difficulties may produce an uneven balance in class size 
from time·to-time within some sections. 
2.11 The United Teachers and the Board are committed to continuous school improvement. It 
is recognized that cooperative planning and shared decision-making is an important part of 
school improvement. The United Teachers and the Board agree to work together to implement 
the Shared Decision-Making Plan adopted by thc Board ofEdIJca6on and approved by the State 
Education Department. To demonstrate the commitment of the United Teachers and the Board 
to sharcd decision-making, it is understood that any provision in this contract may he amended or 
altered. If it is necessary to alter or amend a provision of this contract to facilitate shared 
decision-making, this may only be done with the agreement of both the United Teachers and the 
Board. This agreement wiIJ be written, signed by the United Teachers and the Board, and added 
to this contract. 
3. Dues Deduc;tion: 
3.1 Payroll deduction for dues to the Tupper Lake United Tcachers, New York State United 
Teacher's Association and the American Federation of Teachers will be granled to any 
professional staffmember who files a Dues Deduction Authorization. 
3.2 Dues will be deducted continuously in installment~ agreed upon by the United Teachers 
and the Chief School Officer beginning with the first pay chcck in October. 
3.3 The District agrees to deduct from bargaining unit members marries designated by an 
employee for the purpose of the NYSUT BenefLt Trust program 
4. Agency Fee: 
4.1 Effective July 1, 1984, the District shall deduct from the wages or salary of employees in 
the bargaining unit who are not members of the United Teachers the amount equivalenl to the 
total dues levied by the United Teachers and shall transmit the..: sum so deducted to the United 
Teachers in accordance with Chapters: 677 and 678 of the Laws of I977 of the State of New 
York. The United TcaL:hcrs affirms that it will adopt such procedure for refund of agency fee 
deduction as required in Section 3 of Chaplers 677 and 678 of the Laws of the State of New 
York. 
4.2 The Agency Shop fee deduction shall be made following the same procedures as 
appljcabl~ for dues chcck off except 8.1: otherwise mandated by law. 
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5.1 Free ofFstreet parking facilities [or teachcr'.';i exclusive use will he provided. 
5.2 Teachers shall work within lheir areaS of competence and will not be i.1.Ssigned, l,;xcept 
temporarily Dud fur good reason, outs.ide of their area<; of certification. Vl"hen (he Building 
Principal must assign a teacher to teach a course for which he/she i:s not cenified, he/she will 
confer with the teacher involved and the building principal :shall provide a written summary of 
that meeting to the teacher anc:i to the President of the Unitoo Teachers. 
5.:1 Except as required by this Agreemc,;;nt, the duties and responsibilities of teaders will not 
be substantially altered without prior consultation between the teacher and Administration. 
5.4 In making teacher-assignment t:hanges in grade level, from one department to another or 
from one building to another, volunteers will first bc sought. !\olifications of any changes are to 
be made as soon as possible. 
5.5 Teachers who desire a change in grade or suhject assignment shall file a written stalo,;:ment 
of such desire with the Chief School OfIicer and the Building Principal prior to April 1, Such 
slatement shall include the grade andlor snhjc..,t to which the tellcher desires t1ssignment. Within 
thirty (30) days of request, the Chief School Officer or Building Principal shall provide the 
teacher and the President (If the United Teachers with written notification of the action taken in 
regard to his/her request, specifying reasons if the request carmot be granled. 
5.6 A five column sign-in sheet will be provided with: 
Column 1- teacher/leacher assistants names printed alphabetically
 
Column 2- spi:1l,;e for teacher/teacher assistant signature (opposite name) upon
 
arrival in the morning
 
Column 3- space tor substitutes signature
 
Column 4- space for time of departure if departing ill or for personal reasons
 
Column 5- space for time and destination if departing during an unassigned lunch
 
period 
Teachers/teacher assistants. will not be required to sign-out a1 the tnd of the school day. 
5.7 Teacherslteachcr assistants will be allowed to leave the building during unassigned lunch 
periods and during unassigned periods on payday. Al any other lime, teaehers/teacher assistants 
may leave the building only with the permission ofthe PrincipaL (fthe Principal is not avallable 
and it is absolutely necessary lo leave, the teacher/teacher assislant will notify offiee personnel. 
Teachers will sign oullin when leaving and returning. 
5.8 The Chief School Officer or his/her designee will give written notiee of vaeancies, 
promotions, new positions and extra-curricular adivity assignments as soon as reasonably 
possibk lollowing h.islher knOWledge of such vacancy, new position, extra-L:urricuJar activity 
assignment or promotional opportunity to all teachers. The administrators in tum will consuH 
with the existing personnel who would be aJfected by a change. 
5.9 Teachers who have teaching responsibilities in two huildings will be provided with a 
minimum of 15 minutes transition time between the end of the last class in the first building and 
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the beginning of the first class in the second building. This transition time will not be taken out 
of the teacher's lunch or preparation time. 
6. Work Yel!r~ 
The work year for teachers and teacher assistants is 184 days. In addition, school nurses will 
work ~s necessary at other times to provide physical exams for hus drivers, cafeteria staff, 
student athletes, and students needing working papers. A school calendar showing 185 days will 
he adopted. If no snow days/emergency days are used, one additional day will be added to the 
Memorial Day Weekend vacation. 
7. Distance Learning: 
7.1 Tbe general purpose of distanee learning is tu provide courses, inservice offerings, adult 
education, and other offerings that would not be otherwise available in Tupper Lake. It is 
understood that the use of the distance learning technology does not constitute a waving of rights 
to exclusivc bargaining unit work as deseribed in Part I, Article II ofthis agreement. 
7.2 Teachers who use the dist.anee learning to originate (transmit) courses will be those teachers 
who the di!;trict feels can best make use of this technology. To the extent possible, volunteers 
Will be used to offer distam.:e It:arning courses. If no volunteers are available to teaeh a 
designated course, the district will select a staff member after consullalion with all membcrs of 
thc specific department. New staff members may be a.'\signed to teach distance learning courses 
a.'\ part of their appointment to the faculty. 
7.3 '\!hcn asked by the District to teach a Distance learning course, the teacher will be infonncd 
ofhis,lher (1) e1ass sehedule (class times and school calendar) ; (2) arrangements for training in 
general equipment oper~ljon; (3) extent of responsibility for general equipment operation; (4) 
responsibilities involved in grading participating district's students; (5) obligations to the 
participating school district outside of the classroom (social funetions, parenls' nights, etc.). If 
such obligations are agreed to, the teacher and the participating districts will make mutually 
~ceeptable arrangements including meals, mileage and any other eompensation, if necessary, for 
attendance at such functions. 
7.4 Teacher A!;sistanls will not be used to present instruction in distance learning courses. If 
the district assigns a teacher or a teacher a.'\sistant to supervise a reeeiving class, such assignment 
shall be in aecordanee with the provisions lhls collective bargaining agreemenl 
7.5 Training for partieipanfs will be provided. The cost(s) of training shall be established and 
borne by the district. Compensation, if any, for such training for the participants shall be subject 
to the applicable provi~ions of district policy and the negotiated agreement. 
7.6 When a teacher accepts an assignment to develop or modify curriculum for a course to be 
offered through Dislance learning, the teacher shall be compensated for hislher services or 
provided with school time for hislher services. The Districl will pay the teachcr or provide 35 
hours of curriculum dcvelopment time. Curriculum development time beyond 35 hours shall be 
at the District's discretion. 
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7.7 A qualified bargaining unit member shall teach any program delivered from this school 
districl for the purpose of educating children. Due 10 the interactive nature of the technology, the 
lmTIsmission should he hve; subsequent use of taped recordings of live lransmission should be 
used solely for instructional purposes. Any audio-visual recordings of the classes made in the 
host district are the pmper1y of the host district and the district shall make such recordings 
available for the teacher's persoual professional, non~commcrcial usc. Sueh recordings will not 
be used in cormection with teacher evaluation. 
7.8 No participating district shall make any audio-visual recordings without thc knowledge of 
the sending teacher. It is expccled that the making of recordings mIl be solely for the purpuse of 
aiding students enrolled in the coursc. 
7.9 Unless otherwise authorized by the instructor, a Distance lcarning Program will not be 
transmitted over rcgular public access television. 
7.10 The Distance Learning Program teacher shall not have responsibility to maintain or rcpair 
any equipmcnt used in transmitting the lesson, or any equipment uscd in responding to the 
inquires of those rcceiving the broadcast. Operational responsibilities should bc minimal, and 
appropriatc training provided. 
7.11 Total combined cnrollment in a distance learning class shall be limited to a range of 
lwenty (20) to twenty-three (23) students, unless the teacher consents otherwisc. 
7.12 Evaluation of the host teacher will bc done in aecordance with the provision:>: of this 
l:oHective bargaining agreement. Hislher administrator will make any complaint with respect to 
a Tupper Lakc teacher's performance originating in a reeeiving district known to the teacher 
within two school days. 
7.13 Host and receiving dist1il.:~ will cooperate in the selection of textbooks and other material 
for shared distanee learning courses. The host district, however, shall have fmal responsibility 
for those materials. 
7.14 Thc Tupper I,ake teacher has an obligation for reporting known and observable disciplme 
problems to the participating school. 
7.15 Visitors to a Distance learning classroom will make arrangemcnts with the principal in 
advance. 
8. Teacher Assist~nts 
8.1 Each tcadling assistant must have New York State Teaching Assistant certification or be 
eligible for such certifleation. 
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8.2 Since tile position of eaeh individual Teaching Assistant may be so dissimilar, tile dutieS, 
responsibilities, and activities of eaeh will be arranged through agreement Ily the Tupper Lake 
United Teacher!' and the District, to be reviewed annually. 
9. Individual Educational Plans 
9.1 Teachers required to write Individual Education Plans will be given release time to write 
these plans. This release time will not exceed four days per school year. Advanced approval of 
the Director of Special Programs is required. 
ARTICLE VII - TEACRER RESPONSIBILITIES 
The United Teachers and Board of Edueation agree that teachers will perfonn the following 
professional responsibilities: 
1. Sign in and assume supervisory responsibilities consistent with 5.6 under the Article entitled 
Teacher Conditions. 
2. Be on duty at all prescribed times in areas where assigned. 
3. A teacher shall never leave a class or grade unsupervised. 
4. Teachers will be available in thei.r classrooms during tutorial periods to assist pupils, prepare 
lessons, grade papers, ete. Teachers will nol leave their classrooms during the first] 5 minutes 
(allowing student.. time to seek help) of such periods. It is understood that the reasons for having 
the periods can best be aecomplished when teachers remain in their rooms. If teachers need to 
leave their rooms, they will place a notice on the door indicating their location. 
5. Teachers will attend all department meetings, curriculum meetings and the like called by 
Principals, Department Leaders, Currieulum Coordinators or other supervisory personnel. 
6. Teachers will prepare written lesson plans in duplicate and present them to a person 
dcsignated by thc building Principal. Lesson plans should be submitted the last day of school 
each week to cover the plarmed teaehing program for the following week. 
7. Teacben; will maintain a class register containing a reao;onable number of grades for each 
pupil. 
8. Tcnured teachers will submit a copy of eacb mid-year examination and yCM end 
examination to their Department Leadcr prior to each testing date. 
Non-tenured teachers will submit a copy of each mid-year examination and year-end 
examination to their Departmcnt Leader or Principal three (3) school days prior to each testing 
date. 
9. Teachers wili be notified and provided with proper fonns and catalogs, by Department 
Leaders or otller supervisory personnel, thirty (30) days before requisition orders are due. They 
will submit, individually or collectively by department, a list of ~upplies, equipment and tests 
needed for the succeeding year; such list to L:ontain the name of the item, page, catalog nwnber 
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and prices, as well as the publisher (in the case of textbooks). This should be submitted as 
directed by the Chief School Officer or hisfher designee. 
10. ro courses where Stale syllabi arc not specific, teachers will submit, upon request, to the 
M<iterials Center or other designated area, a course {)utline covering sequential plans for the year, 
semester, quarter or whatever unif of time i ... deemed most appropriate by the adminislrator to 
whom they are directly responsible. The lime of submission should be agreeable to the teachers 
involved and their immediate supervisor. 
11. Teachers will serve as members of on~going or short term teams or committees. 
Volunteering to serve on these various teams or committees is part of a teacher's professional 
responsibility. 
12. Parent-teacher conferences will be scheduled by teaehers when necessary. Teachers will 
participate in seheduled Open Houses, Currieulum Nights, and Report Card Conferences. Only 
under extra-ordinary circumstances will teachers be excused by the building principal from 
attending sueh events. In those cases, the teacher will notify parents of an alternative time to 
meel. 
13. Upon request, teachers will prepare home-study assignments and materials for pupils 
confined to their homes by accident or illness. 
14. Advisors of classes, groups, ete. will be sought from teaehers on a voluntary basis before 
assignments arc made. 
15. The organization and Implementation of an onent::l[ion program for new teachers will be a 
joint re:;ponsibility of the United Teachers and the Distriet. 
16. A teacher shall not use hislhcr professional position as a teacher in the Tupper Lake Central 
Sehool District as an influence to sell or solicit for private gain. 
17. Each le<l.eher wi!! maimain the confidentiality of student~' reeords. 
18. When it is neeessary for a teacher to leave hislher assigned position for any reason the 
teacher must notify the offiee. 
19. Each teacher is ultimately responsible to the Chief School Officer and i!> directly respomible 
to the Building Principal where he/she is teaching or perfonning a school serviee. 
20. No tcacher will collect or accept money from schOOl children cxc.ept for the purposes 
previously approved in writing by the Building Principal or Chief School Officer. Money must 
nol he left in classrooms or teachers dcsks overnight, but should be dclivered to the Building 
Principal's Office. 
21. Teachers are not liable to pay ior books or materials lost, damaged or destroyed (from the 
classrooms) except when gross negligence exists. 
22. Teachers win be given the opportunity \0 volunteer to serve for one on campus chaperoning 
or supervisory duty per school year. A list of known duties will be distributed to teaehers by 
October I ofeach school year. Tcachers are expected to volunteer for such duties. Other duties,
 
not known by October 1, will be brought to the faculty's attention as much in advaneeofthe duty
 
as practical.
 
ARTICLE VITI -EVALVATJON QF TEACHERS
 
A. Observations of Pre-Tenure (probationary) Teachers 
There ~hall he at least three (3) formal observations per school year, appropriately spaced for 
the first year, beginning teacher, and at least two (2) formal observations for the experienced 
probationary teacher. Each formal observation must include a pre-conferenee and a post~ 
eonference. Blch non~tenured teacher will participate in a minimum of two classroom visitations 
to volunteer tenured teachers per year as arranged by the non-tenured teacher, tenured teacher, 
and the building principaJ. 
B. Observations of Tenured Teaehers: 
There shall be at least one (1) fonnal observation per school year of each tenured teacher. 
Each fonnal ohservation must include a pre-conference and a post-confert:nce. 
C. Procedure: 
1. The fonnal observations for the evaluation of said teacher shall be done by a Building 
Principal, the Chief School Officer or the Director of Special Programs. Other qualified 
evaluator positions may be added as dt:emed necessary upon agreement between the Chief 
School Officer and the United Teachers. The evaluator shall rtmlain during the fun presentation 
of the lesson. Each formal observation report will be in writing and shall be aeknowledged by 
the teacher by hislher signature. Any written evaluation of such observation ~hall be signed by 
the teacher only to indicate that he/she has seen it. 
2. After each fonnal observation, as soon as possible and within eight (8) school days, the 
observer shall discuss with the teacher the c1o."s observed. The observer shall provide the teacher 
and the ChiefSehool Officer with written reactions to the formal lesson observed. 
3. The purpose of the written formal observation report is understood to be an assessment of 
the teaching techniques employed, class control, and appropriateness of content in the observed 
lesson. When dc1icicncje~, problems, or weaknesses in lesson presentation are noted, the written 
fonnal observation report shall make specifie suggestions for correction. The v.ritten fonnal 
observation report shall be given to the teacher within eight (8) school days of the observation. 
Nothing in this paragraph limits the use of the evaluation instrument in an employee tennination 
procedure. 
4. In the event the discussion of any observation or any written evaluation is unsatisfactory to 
the teacher, the right shall be extended to himlher to express, in writing, hislher rebuttal. These 
written rebuttals shaH become a pennanent part of the evaluation tonn which is placed in the 
teacher's file. 
S. At least onee per year, teachers may meet with the building principal to agree upon goals for 
curriculum improvement. 
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D. Additional Formal and Informal Ohservations: 
At <lny time during the school year, a professional staff member may request additionAl 
formal ohscrvations by the BUilding PIincipal, the ChicfSchool Onicer, or a Department Leader 
and informal ohservations by another teacher within the teacher's tenure area. 
E. Peer Collaborations 
1. Tenured unit members will be actively involved in peer collaboration with a peer coach. 
Peer coaches and tenured unit members will meet to develop a method to conduct a prc­
collaboration conference, pecr collaboration, and a post-oollaboration conference. Peer coaehcs 
wil1 be provided with release time, if necessary. At the end of the collaboration process, the peer 
coach and the absented tenured teacher will sign a "Peer Collahoratinn Fonn" inuicating the 
dates on which the pre-collaboration, peer collaboration, and post~collaboratlon conferences took 
place. No other infonnation regarding the observation will appear OIl the fann or be placed in 
the teacher's personnel file. 
2. The building principal or hl!>/her designee will work with peer CDaenes to establish a schedule 
of observations. The schedule will call for peer collaboration involving approximately half of 
the tenured staff in the building each year. Each tenured teacher will be involvcd in peer 
collaboration activitit:s evcry second year. 
3. None of thc languagc contained in this section shall be construed as limiting thc right of the 
administrator to conduct further observations, nor does it limit the right of the tenured teacher to 
request an administrative observation even though a peer obscrvalion may be scheduled Or has 
taken pli1ce. 
ARTICLE IX - REPRESENTATION 
A teacher shall be given the opportunity of having a represcntative of the Tupper Lake United 
Teachers present at any conference between the tcacher and the administration. It shall bc the 
responsibility of the leaeher to make such arnmgements. 
A. The Chief School Offieer will be responsible for the compilation of personnel fllcs on each 
teacher. Teachers are to provide collcge transcripts, diplomas, teaching eertifieates, certification 
of prior teaching service and other documents necessary to justify placement on the salary 
schedule. 
B. Each teacher's me will contain the following: 
1. Transcripts ofcollege work provided hy thc teacher. 
2. Otlicial transcripts and references provided by colleges and universities. 
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3. In certain instances. correspondence by .3 teacher with the Administration or Board of 
Education and copies of respOnses thereto. 
4. Copies of teacher's evaluations which are, in all instances, filed only after revicw and 
discussion with the teachcr involved. 
s. Copies oftcaching certificates and records relating to eertification. 
6. Copies of degrees granted to teachers by colleges and universities. 
7. Confidential references from hislher collcgc placement office, from former employers, or 
from other individuals or institutions, in the casc of a teacher who requested such. (The 
lcacher may not have access to these records. He/She may, however, request that they be 
destroyed or returned to the sender). 
c. Upon request, a teacher will receivc a copy of any or all of the matcrial contained in hisfher 
file, cxcept No.7 above. 
D. In the event that material, other than matcrial described in !tern No. 7 above, is false or 
grossly mislcading and such fact is demonstrated by the teacher to the satisfaction of the Chief 
School Officer or an arbitration panel, sueh false or gros~ly misleading materials shall be 
removed from such teacher's file. 
E. Whenever any material thought to be of a derogalOI)' nature is placed in a teacher's file, the 
Chief School Officer will advisc the teacher of such action and hc/she shall provide the teacher 
with a copy of the same. 
ARTICLE XI - HEALTH Ii'iSVRANCE 
1. See RcfCl'cnce to the Health Insurance Program at the end of contract as a Memorandum of 
Understanding. 
Members of the unit who withdraw or are otherwise eligible for the Franklin-Essex-Hami!ton 
Health plan during the life of lhis Agreement because alternative coverage from outside the plan 
is available to them, shall receive annually $]500 ifthey were covered or eligible for the family 
plan, and $570 if they were receiving or eligible for thc individual coverage. Employees must 
declare by the first of the month and withdraw will take place only on the first of any month. 
Payment will be added in equal amounts to thc employee's final December paycheck and final 
June paycheck The payment may be added to an employee's flexible spending account. Il is the 
responsibility of the unit member to follow the regulations of the flexible spending plan. Nothing 
eontained hercin shall preclude a member from re-entering the plan, however, payment for 
withdrawal will bc pro-rated based. Employees may only enter the plan on January 1, March I, 
June I, and September J, annually. 
2. Health insurance shall be provided to full-time employees covered under this agreement at 
the following annual cost to the employee: 
2007-08 2008-09 Z009-20IO 20IO-20JI 
Single: $150 $155 $160 $165 
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Family: $350 $360 $375 $375
 
Super Family: $175 $180 $185 $185
 
3. Members of this unit who were hired by the district prior to July L 2007 and retire under the 
Teachers Retirement System and after ten (10) years of full-lime service to the district will be 
eligible for paid health insurance. Aftef age 65, McdiL:are becomes the primary source of Health 
Insurance and the district's :plan becomes sCCQndary. Qualifying retired employees will he 
reimhursed for Medicare cost twice atmually. Insurance is tenninatcd upon the death of the 
retiree. The surviving spouse may purchase district insurance at cost. 
ARTICLE XlI- DENTAL-OPTICAL INSURANCE 
The School District will contribute $300 for individual coverage or $600 for dependent coverage 
for each teacher enrolling in a dental insurance and/or optical insurance program to be agreed 
upon by the District and the TLUT. 
ARTICLE XIll- WORKER'S COMPENSATION 
The professional staff is protected by Worker's Compensation. A staff member absent from 
h-islhcr position due to accident or iIljUf)' (,;.Overed by worker's compensation may make the 
following choice: 
1. He/She may receive and keep tbe compensation payment for days absent due to accident or 
injury but if so, salary will not be paid for said period and sick leave will not be charged. 
2. He/She may receive full salary for days ahsent due to accident or injury but, if so, sick leave 
will he eharged and compensation benefit payments will be paid to the Sehool Oistrict. 
The School Disfrict will reimburse teachers for reasonable cost of replacing or repairing 
dentures, eyeglasses, hearing aides, or similar arpuften11Ilces not (;overed by worker's 
compensation, which are damaged, destroyed or lost as a result of an assault sustained in the 
cuurse of the teacher's employment, when the teaeher has not been personally negligent with 
references to the incident. 
ARTICLE XIV - LONGIi:VITY INCREMENT 
Each employee with ten (J 0) or more years of full-time service in the district shall be eligible to 
elect to receive a salary raise of $800 per year to be payable for one year only. Such raise shall 
be payable in the school year following the date the employee file.l; a written request with the 
Chief School Officer to elect to receive such "alary raise or immediately at the Doard's option. 
For any year following the year in which such salary raise of$800 was paid, the salary of such 
employee shall he computed excluding such salary raise of $800. Each employee shall be 
entitled to exercisc such election only once during hislher employment with the District. 
ARTICLE XV - SICK LEAVE REIMBURSIi:MENT 
Unit members who retire from the distriet with at least 10 years of servi\;c and who declare their 
intent to retire one hundred and twenty (120) days in advance of the date on which they will 
retire shall be paid $75 for each day of ae(;umulated sick leave. Thc notification of retirement 
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shall be in writing and may not bc withdrawn. Any tl~acher who is forced to retire due to a life 
tl1reateningltenninal disability shall, on thc last day of employment, receivc the retirement 
bcnciit as if that tcaeher had fulfilled the timely notifieation requirements ofthis provision. In the 
event of the death of an active employee who is eligible for sick leave reimhursement, the 
surviving bencficiary will reeeive payment as if the employee had retired from the district. 
Payment will he made in accordance with all pertinent laws and regulations and will be mutually 
agreed upon by TLUT and the District. 
If thc State of New York requires, or if the Board of Education elect~ to participate in a 
retirement incentive after March l, a uniL member may inionn the district of his/her intcntion to 
retirc and reccive reimbursement for accumulatw sick leaves as ifnotification had been given by 
March l. 
Monies will be paid based upon mutual agreement by the Superintendent, retiree and TLUT 
President. All money must be paid within three years of rctirement. These monies will be 
placed in the employee's 403(b) aCCQunt. 
Employer 403(b) Non~Electivc contrihutions shall be contributed in accordance with, and subject 
to the following condition: 
I. No Cash.Option: No employee may receive cash in lieu of or as an alternative to any of 
the Employer's Non-elective Contribution(s) described herein. 
2. !:;,ontribu!ion l.,imilatjons: In any applicable year, the maximum Employer 
Contribution ~hall not cause an empluyt;c'~ 403(b) account to exceed. the applicable contribution 
limit under Section 41.5(c)(l) of the Code, as adjusted for cost-of-living increases. For Employer 
Non-elective Contributions made post-employment to fonner employees' 403(h) aceount, the 
Contribution Limit shall be based on the employee's compensation, as determined under Section 
403(bX3) of the Code. 
In the event that the calculation of the Employer Non-elective Contribution referenced in any of 
the preceding paragraphs exceed the applicable Contribution Limits, the Employer shall first 
make an Employer Non~eleetive Contribution up to the Contribution Limit of the Internal 
Revenue Code and then pay any eXCess amount as <.:ampensation dire(..1.ly to the Employee. In no 
instance shall the Employee have any rights to, including the ability to receive, any excess 
arnount as compen~ation unle£> and until the Contribution Limit of the internal RcW'nue Code 
woe fully met tJrrough payment of the Employcr's Non-elective Contribution. In no case shall the 
Employer Non-electivc Contribution exceed the Contribution Limit of the Imernal Revenue 
Code. 
3. 403(bl Accounts: Employer Non-elective contributions shall he deposited into the 
NYSUT endor~ed 403(b) provider, offered through INO Life Insurance and Annuity Company, 
in the name ofthe employee. 
4. Tier I Adjustments: Tier T members with membership dates prior to June] 7, ] 971, 
Employer Non-electivc Contribution hereunder wllJ be reported as non-regular compensation to 
the New York State Teachers' Retirement System. 
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5. This sectIon shall be subject to IRS regulations and rulings. Should any portion be 
declared contrary to law, then such portion shall nol be deemed valid and subsisting, bUl all other 
portions shall continue in full force and elIect. As to those purtiuns declared contrary to law, the 
Association and Employer shall promptly meet and alter those portions in order to provide thc 
same or similar bcnefit(s) which conform, as closest as possible, to the original intent of the 
parties. 
6. This section shall further be suhject to the approval of the 403(b) Provider, which shall 
review this scction solely as a malter of form W1d as the provider of investment products 
designed to meet the requirements of Section 40J(b) of the Internal Revenue Code. Upon 
request, TNG Life Insurance and Annuity Company ("ILIAC") agrees to provide the Employer 
with ILIAC's standard hold harmless agreement where the Employer has selected ILIAC ali the 
provider of 403(b) accounts for receipt of Employer Non-elective Contributions. 
7.	 Both the Employer and Employee are responsible for providing accurate infonnation to 
the 403(h) Providcr. This infonnation includes both Electivc and Employer Non-Elective 
Contributions and the amount of the participant's Includihle Compensation. 
ARTICLE XVl cc PAYMENT FOR COVERAGE 
Teachers may agree to cover classes or portions of classes for other teachers who arc absent. 
Coverage may be provided during the covering teacher's preparation W1dJor lunch time. 
Teachers normally will sign-up for this extra duty at the beginning of each school year. 
Payment for sueh covcrage will be ot the rate of $16.00 per mod wvered or in 20 minute blocks 
of lime. Pay will only bc provided for coverage during preparation periods andlor luneh. 
Teachers frccd from classes heeausc of field trips or other reasons, maybe assigned to cover 
other classes witbout additional compensation. 
,\IHICLIi: XVll- PROCESS FOR REVIEW AND CHANGE OF 
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
1. A Standing Extracurricular Committee will be established to dCkrmine the pay index for 
any new extracurricular activity. 1be committee will also revise indexes when the time required 
to conduct an activity changes. The committee will consist of the Superintendent, the Athletic 
Director and two (2) teachers appoinled by the President of the TLUT. 
2. The procedure for requesting the oodition of a new extracurricular ac\ivity should be as 
follows: 
8.	 The requesl should be given to the Principal of the building in whieh the activity
 
will be based. If the aetivity involves athletics, a copy of the request will he
 
given to the Athletic Director.
 
b.	 Within five (5) school days, the Building Principal will make recommendations,
 
and forward thc request and his/11er rt:t:ummendations to the Superintendent of
 
Schools.
 
c.	 The Superintendent will call a meeting within ten (1 0) school days of fh~ Standing 
Extracurricular Committee to determine computation of the reeommended pay 
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index. 
d. Within thirty (30) calendar days, the Superintendent of Schools will present the 
request, with hislherrecommcndations, to the Board of Education for final detennination. 
PARTIJ-A ACTIVITY/ADVISOR SALARY SCHEJjULE 
Eaeh advisor will submit hislher plans for the year to the Building Principal. Remuneration wiH 
be paid when the work has bcen completed to the satisfaclion of the Building Principal. 
AJTangcment~ for the supervision of activities not specifically mentioned in thc following 
sehedule will be at thc disereiion of the Principal. 
Continuing education and Driver Education ratcs cach school year will bc calculated. using the 
fonnula: (Summer school rate/60=Hourly Rate). 
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Coordinators 2007-08 200a·09
--­
20~9-2010 2010-2011 
Enrichment 1,016 1,059 1, ~ 04 1,151 
Sdnl. Act. Treas. 3,142 3,276 3,415 3.560 
Poer Cuach (3 Activities) 7> 75 75 75 
Student PUbJica~i9DE. 2007-oa 20oa-09 2009-2010 2010~2011 
EJam. Newspaper 1,415 1.475 1,537 1,603 
HS Newspaper 1.415 1,475 1,537 1.603 
Yearbook 2,378 2.479 2,584 2,694 
Advisors 
MS Student Council 909 94B 9BB 1,030 
HS Student Council 1.148 1.197 1.247 1.300 
Senior Class Advisor (2) 1,959 2,042 2,129 2,2'9 
Honor Society 4B3 503 525 547 
Student Performance 2007-08 2008-09 2009-2010 2010-2011 
Director: Spr. Music. 2,013 2,099 2,188 2,281 
Drama Club 2,013 2,099 2,188 2,281 
Asst. Spr, Music. 1,470 1,532 1,59B 1,665 
AssL Drama Club 1,470 1,532 1,598 1,665 
B<lnd Dir6c1or 1,678 1,7bO 1,824 1,902 
Vocal Music 1,678 1,750 1,824 1,902 
Accompanist B74 911 949 990 
Olher 2007-08 2008~O9 2009-2010 2010-2011 
Continuing Educ. 38.48 40.11 41.82 43.60 
Summer School 2720 2836 2957 3082 
Driver Educetion 45.33 41.27 49,28 51.37 
Summer School-ESY 8,160 8,509 8,871 9,248 
Teaching Assistants 6.528 6.807 7,096 7,398 
Nurse 34.00 35.45 36.96 38.53 
Physical Education 45.33 47.27 49.28 51.37 
Physical Therapy 45.33 4727 49.28 51.37 
Speech Therapy 45.33 47.27 49.28 51.37 
Special Educalion Tutor 45.33 47.27 49.28 5137 
Ticket SeUers 48.00 48.96 49.94 52.06 
Crowd ConUFootball 48.00 4896 49.94 52.06 
CC Bask. 1 Game 48.00 48.96 49.94 52.06 
cC Bask 2 Games 64.00 5b.28 66.59 69.42 
Crowd Cont./Hockey 48.00 4896 49.94 5206 
Scorekeeper (Two Games) 26.00 26.52 27.05 28.20 
Penalty Box 32.00 32.64 33.29 34.71 
Cloc;" OpeL-1 Game 48.00 4896 49.94 52.06 
Clock Oper.-2 Games 72.00 73.44 74.91 78.09 
Clock Oper.-3 Games 84.00 85.68 87.39 91.11 
Shot Clock Op. (per game) 24.00 24.48 24.97 26.03 
COACHING SALARY SCHEDULE 
Each coach will present rns/her practice plan and game sehedule to the Director of Athletics. 
Remuneralion will be paid when Ihe work has been completed to the salisfaction of the Director 
orAtWetics. 
NOTKS OF GENERAL AP!'LICATION 
1.	 The Board of Education will conduct a periodic review of the non-coaching and coaching 
activities at the Tupper Lake Central School before determining which activities will be 
chosen for the following year. At the time of review, the published schedule of activities 
may he altered from the previous year in accordance with factors such a~ student interest, 
facilities available and participant numbers. 
2.	 The Board of Education will advertise all non-coaching and coaching positions on a 
yearly basis. Assignments will be determined by the Board of Education upon 
the recommendations of the Director of Athletics, the Building Principals and the 
Chief School Officer. 
3.	 The Hoard of Education will furnish the Ski Coacb with a personal season ticket (not 
family) or the equivalent amount each year, with the understanding thal he/she must 
possess such a ticket to function as the coach. 
4.	 The Board of Education will pay the annual, single member (not family) dues of the Country 
Club for the golf coach or the equivalent amount each year, with the understanding that 
he/she must possess alleast sueh a membership to coach the golf team. 
5.	 Any physical education teacher or classroom teacher who accepts coaching of a sport for 
the first time will start on step one (1) of the salary for that sport. 
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COACHING SAURYSCHEDULE 2007-20II
 
COACHING SALARY SCHEDULE 
A1.....ignmenl 1 
Hockey, V 2,934 • 2,995 
3 
3,051 
4 
3,109 
5 
3,167 
6 
3,221 
7 
3,286 
8 
3,345 
9 
3,405 
10 
3,462 2OOH)8 
Basketball. V 2,996 3,059 3,122 3,181 3,241 3,302 3,358 3,426 3,488 3,550 2lJ08.OO 
Football, V 3,060 3,123 3,189 3,255 3,316 3,379 3,442 3,501 3,572 3636 2009-2010 
3,125 3,100 3,256 3,32'5 3,393 3,457 3,523 3,588 3,850 3,7242010-2011 
A2-Asslgnment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Basetal,V 2,408 2,458 2,505 2,552 2,001 2,646 2,699 2,747 2,795 2844 'OOHJIl 
Basketball, JV 2,459 2,510 2,563 2,612 2,661 2,712 2,758 2,814 2,864 2,914 :zooa.oo 
o-oss ())untry 2,511 2,564 2,617 2672 2,m 2,774 2,827 2,875 2,934 2986 2009-2010 
Football, V. Assistarrt 2,564 2,618 2.673 2728 2,786 2839 2,892 2,947 2,007 3,059 2010-2011 
FodbaII, JV 
Hockey, V Assistant (Min_ 18 Pla,e"S) 
Sower, V 
Spri~ Track (2) 
Vc;IO)llaIl, V 
Softball, V 
IrdJor Track (2) 
A3-Assignment 
_,JV 
1 
1,989 •2,031 
3 
2,069 
4 
2,110 
5 
2,149 
6 
2,186 
7 
2,229 
8 
2,270 
9 
2,310 
10 
2,350 200HJIl 
Cross Country, Asst. 2,031 2,074 2,117 2157 2,200 2240 2,279 2,324 2,386 2408 2OQ8.OO 
Football, JV Assl 2,074 2117 2,162 2207 2,249 2,294 2,335 2,376 2,423 2467:zoc».2010 
Socx:er, JV 2,118 2,162 2,207 2,254 2,301 2,345 2,391 2,434 2,477 2526 201 1>.2011 
Vc;IO)llaIl, JV 
Softball, JV 
A4-Assignment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
_ball, _ Boy.; (2) 1,677 1,112 1,745 1,m 1,811 1,842 1,878 1,911 1,946 1,979 200HJIl 
Basketball, _ GOris (2) 1,713 1,748 1,785 1,619 1,853 1,888 1,920 1,957 1,002 2,029 2OlllHl9 
Football, _ (2) 1,749 1,786 1,822 1,861 1,896 1,932 1,968 2,002 2040 2,rm 2009-2010 
Cdl 1,786 1,823 1,862 1,899 1,940 1,977 2,014 2,052 2,087 2,1272010-2011 
Skiing 
Soo::a', MJd. 
Weight Training
_11,_. 
Softball, MJd 
Vc;IO)llaIl, MJd (2) 
Spri~Track, _. 
AS-Assignment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Basketball, Bern, 1,357 1,385 1,413 1,440 1,468 1,491 1,519 1,547 1,575 1,001 200HJIl 
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TEACHING ASsISTANTS SALARY SCHEDULE 
For each school year, leaching assistant shall be compensated at a rate of 80%, of Level 1 on the 
Teachers Salary Schedule if they are a returning TA (102), or 70% of Level 1 on the Teachers 
Salary Schedule if the are a first yeaT TA (101) inThe-District. For' the purpose of this contract, 
teaching assistants eategorized as Level 1 during the 2006-07 school year will be treated a." first 
year TA's for (he 2007·08 school year. Teaching assistants categorized as Level 2 uuring the 
2006-07 school year will be treated as returning TA's for the 2007~08 school year. 
(102) !1.Q.1) 
2007-06 Teaching Assistanl 27,966 24,470 
2006-09 Teaching Assistant 26,560 24,990 
2009-2010 Teaching Assistant .29,167 25,521 
.2010-2011 Teaching Assistant 29,787 26,063 
--_._,­
TE~CHERSSALARYSCHEDULE 
LEVEL 2007-08 2008-09 2009-2010 2010-11 
1 34,957 35,700 36,458 37,233 
2 35,781 36,443 37,217 38.008 
3 36,510 37,302 37,991 38,799 
4 37,255 38,062 38,887 39,606 
5 38,015 38,838 39,679 40,540 
6 38,798 39,631 40,469 41,366 
7 39,579 40,447 41.315 42,210 
8 40,385 41,261 42,166 43,071 
9 41,210 42,101 43,015 43,958 
10 42,051 42,961 43.891 44,843 
11 42,799 43,838 44.787 45,756 
12 43,560 44.618 45,701 46,691 
13 44,451 45,411 46,514 47.644 
14 45.357 46,340 47,341 48,491 
15 46.281 47,285 48,310 49,353 
16 48.084 48.248 49,294 50.363 
17 49,958 50,128 50,298 51,389 
18 50.980 52,081 52,258 52,436 
19 51.889 53,147 54,295 54,479 
20 52,946 54,094 55,405 56.602 
21 54,028 55.196 56,393 57,760 
22 55,173 56,324 57.542 58,790 
23 56,344 57,518 58,718 59,988 
24 57,540 58,739 59,962 61,213 
25 58,760 59,985 61,235 62,511 
26 60.007 61,257 62,535 63,837 
27 61,284 62.557 63,861 65,193 
28 62,596 63.889 65.216 66,575 
29 63,937 65,256 66,604 67.988 
30 65,308 66.654 68,030 69,434 
31 66,707 68,084 69,487 70,921 
32 68,140 69.542 70,977 72,440 
33 69,599 71,036 72,498 73,994 
34 71,091 72,557 74,055 75,579 
35 74,112 75,641 77,202 
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TEACHER SALARY GUIDELINES AND SCHEDULE.., 
SectiQ~ 1. Base Schedules: 
1.1 Teachers will ad"ance at Hn; rate of one level per year. 
1.2 To qualify for the next level on the salary schedule, a teacher must work, including paid 
leave, at least a full semester, or 90 days, in the current school year and have fulfilled all of the 
professional and certification requirements to maintain status as a "highly qualified teacher" as 
defined hy NeLB. 
1.3 Approved college graduate or in-sen'ice credit hours shall mean courses in one's major 
field, in the behavioral sciences, in elementary or sCl:ondary education, reading or in the 
departmental area in which employed. For ~alary credit, aU eourses must receive prior approval 
by the ChicfSehool Officer. 
1.4 Teachers, tca(;hing a.<;sistanls, and :"ichool nurses shall be paid for approved college graduate 
or in-service credit in the following manner: 
Graduate and in~service credit for the first 30 houni shall be $56 for 2007-08; $58 
ror 2008-09; $60 for 2009-2010; $63 for 2010-201 I. 
Graduate and in~service credit for 31 hour~ and over shall be $71 for 2007-2008; 
$74 for 2008-2009; $77 ror 2009-2010;$80 for 2010-2011. 
Teachen:; will be paid for onc Master'~ Dcgree only in the following manner: 
Maslers payment shall be $600 for staff starting after June 30, 2002. 
Masters payment shall be $758 for 2007-2008; $790 fnr 2008-2009; and $824 for 
2009-2010; $859 for 201 0-2011 for stalf starting be{(ne July I, 2002. 
1.5 At its discretion, the Board of Education may pay a relocation allowance to new staff 
member~. 
Section 2. Salan.' Schedules for Guidauce Counselors: 
2.1 Guidanee Counselors will be paid at the appropriate step and credit hours of the tcacher 
schedule plus an additional 4% uf this amount {step + hours + mas\ers) J\ 104% :. salary. 
Counselors who work an 11 month schedule will he paid an additional 10%. 
2.2 New counselors will be placed on the teacher's salary sehedule at the diseretion of the Board 
of Education, with the exeeption that a new counselor will not be placed on a hlgher step than an 
existing counselor unless the years of experience are greater. 
2.3 An eleventh month ;;;chedule is defined a.'l working 22 days between the close of the regular 
teacher work year in June and the start of the regular teacher work year in September. 
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Section 3.. ~tipend for Dcpartment Lcad.ers and Curricp.lum Coordinators: 
2007-2008: $3,142 
2008-2009: $3,276 
2009-2010: $3,415 
2010-201 I: $3,560 
The Peer Coach Consultants (one at the Middle/High School Bnd one at LP Quinn) will each 
receive one half ofthc yearly amount paid to Department Leaders and Curriculum Coordinators. 
SectiQ...n 4. Salary Differential for S4;hool P!lycholQgists 
Sehool Psychologists hired after June 30, 1999, will bc paid the same as Guidance 
Counselors (see section 2 above). 
Section S. Salary DJfferential for School Nunes 
School Nurses and the LP Quinn Library Manager will be paid at 75% of the appropriate 
step. The LP Quinn Library manager will he placed on step 8 for the 2007-08 school year. 
ARTICLEXVII - DURATION OF THIS AGREEMENT 
The Board and the United Teachers agree that the provisions containt:d in this Agreement 
relating to the tenus and conditions of employmenl for employees covered hereunder, shall 
remllin in fuJ] force and effcct after the expiration date established in the Agreement and until a 
new or different negotiated Agreement has been entered into between the employer and the 
recognized employee's organization representing the employees of the negotiating unit 
Thc tenns of this agreement shaIJ commence July 1,2007 and expire on Junc 30, 201 J. 
ARTICLE XVIII - CONFORMITY TO LAW SAVING CLAUSE 
If any provision of this Agreement or the application thereof to any person or eireumstanc.es is 
held invalid, the remainder of this Agreement and the application of such provision to other 
pcrsons and circumstances shaH not be affected thereby. 
ARTICLE XIX - .CIVIL SERVICE LAW SECTION 204-0 
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS 
AGREEMENT REQUlRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS 
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE 
ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE 
APPROPRIATE LEGISLArIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL 
J8 
WITNESS 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto set their hands and seals this Il lh day of 
August, 2008. 
TUPPER LAKE 
BOARD OF EDUCATION ~mf'TEDTEACHERS 
/'lJ-/~ ~---- I-'-.L-d'"~~~V_ 
Doniel Bower Russ Bartlett 
Superintendent of Schuols Pre.ddcnt 
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Department Leader Position Description and Conditions 
(Agreed upon by TLUT and TLCSDBOE on JUly 22, 1999) 
Revised; June 11, 2002; Re"iscd: March 4, 2004 
Position: MiddlelHigh School Department Leader 
Qualifications: 
•	 NYS Certifieation for subject and a minimum offive years of teacmng ex.perience. 
•	 Successful completion of an approved professional development experience that prepares the 
individual for t:ducatjonalleadcrsmp. 
Reports to: The building Administrator. 
Position Goal: 
To provide leadership, coordinate curricula, and faciJitate intra and inter-departmental 
eommunication for the purpose of enhancing student learning experiences and outcomes. 
Perfonnance Responsibilities: 
Annual Dulies: 
•	 Work with tcachers and the principal to facilitate the development and implementation of an 
alUJual department improvement plan. 
•	 Collect budget requisitions and provide department summaries for textbook orders, 
equipment, field trips, and supplies. 
•	 Advise administration on departmental budget priorities. 
•	 Participate as members of appropriate hiring committees. 
•	 Advise the principal and guidance counselors on huilding the master schedule. 
Periodic Duties: 
•	 Schedule and coordinate department activities described by the annual plan. 
•	 Conduct monUl1y department meetings to review goals, document progress, tmprovc 
communication, and address new concerns. 
•	 Participate in department leader meetings oncc each month. 
•	 Advise the StaffDcveJopment Committee on profe~sional development needs. 
•	 Provide monthly summaries of department activities (written). 
•	 Coordinate, with the principal and guidance counselors, the Middle School State 
Assessments and Regent~ Ex.ams. This wiH include: 
•	 Arranging with the principal to order needed tests. 
•	 Organizing department members to distribute, administer and collect the tests. 
•	 Secure materials and organize staff for perfonnance components of exams. 
•	 Plan, organize and report local or regional scoring of tests. 
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Ongoing Duties: 
• Aet as department spokesperson. 
• Collect and review teaehers lesson plans. 
• Conduct observations or non-tenured staff 
• Conduct peer oh;;ervaliQns and cuaching ofLenure slatI 
• Redistribute correspondence and educational materials to appropriate teaeher~_ 
• Provide verbal feedback to the Principal upon request. 
Note: They shall remain part of the teachcr'~ collective bargaining unit and receive the same 
benefits and protection as aU union members. 
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Curriculum Coordinator Position Description and Conditions 
(Agreed upon by TLUT and TLCSDBOE on June 3, 2004) 
Position: Elementary Curriculum Coordinator 
Qualiflcalions: 
•	 NYS Certification for subject and a minimum of five years of teaching experience. 
•	 Successful completion of an approved professional development expenence that prepares the 
individual for educational leadership. 
Reports to: The building Administrator. 
Position Goal: 
To provide leadership, coordinate curricula, and facilitate intra and inter-departmental 
communication for the purpose of enhancing studenl learning experiences and outcomes. 
Performance Responsibilities: 
Annual Dulies: 
•	 Work with teachers and the principal to facilitate the development and implementation of an annual 
improvement plan for the subjecl area. 
•	 Collect budget requisitions and provide summaries for textbook orders, equipment, and supplies as 
needed by the pnncipal. 
•	 Advise administration on budget priorities within the subject area. 
•	 Participate as members of appropriate hiring committees. 
•	 Organize and facilitate subject area state and local assessments. 
•	 Plan, organize and report local or regional scoring of lests. 
Periodical Duties: 
•	 Schedule and coordinate sUbject area actiVities descnbed by the annual plan. 
•	 Conduct monthly sUbject area meetings to review goals, document progress, improve communicaoon, 
and address new concerns. 
•	 Participate in cuniculum coordinator meetings as established by the Principal. 
•	 Advise the Administration and Staff Development Committee on professional development needs. 
•	 Provide monthly written summaries of subject area activities to Administrators, other Curriculum 
Coordinators and Department Leaders. 
Ongoing Duties: 
•	 Act as sUbject area spokesperson. 
•	 Conduct observations of non-tenu",d slaff as established by the pnncipal 
•	 Conduct peer observations and coaching of tenure staff. 
•	 Redistribute correspondence and educational materials to appropriate teachers. 
Note: Curriculum Coordinators shall remain part of the teacher's collective bargaining 'unit and receive the 
same benefits and protection as all union members. 
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• <	 Addendum A 
Observations and Peer Coaching by Department Leaders 
and Curriculum Coordinators 
L	 Observation~ of non-tenured faculty at least twice annually. 
2.	 Will include the MiddldHigh School. Observation arrangements al the elementary school 
will be assigned by the prineipal. 
1.	 Peer coaching would remain as it presently exists. 
4.	 The pre-tenure staff observation form shall be used for vbservations by Department Leaders 
and Curriculum Coordinators. Department Leader~ and Curriculum Coordinators will 
provide verbal feedback about these observations to the Principal upon request 
5.	 Periodic obselvations will be conducted of non-tenured faculty, a copy of the observation 
will be provided to the tcacher with a copy to the building principal, the observation [ann 
will not be placed in the teacher's personnel file. 
6.	 Department Leaders will peer coaeh all tenured ~taff in the department alIDually. The 
current form on peer eoaching will be used. The Department Leaders will provide verbal 
feedback to the principal upon requesL 
7.	 Observers must be given training. 
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Memorandum of Agreement
 
between tbe
 
Tupper Lake United Teachers
 
and the
 
Superintendent of Schools
 
Tupper Lake Central School District
 
The Tupper Lake Cent",] School District and the Tupper Lake United Teachers 
agree that there shall be no requirement in the Contract of Agreement for the 
Golf Coach \0 obtain a CDL-P license and drive the bus to practice andlor 
matches. 
However, the parties agree that the district may discuss such driving with 
individual unit members who may coach golf or become golf coaches in the 
future. The parties agree such individual arrangements may be made and will 
not violate the contract. 
For the District Date 
For the Union Date 
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Memorandum of Agreement
 
between the
 
Tupper Lake (Jnited Teachers
 
and the Chief School Officer
 
Tupper Lake Central School District
 
The parties agree that whereas the new Contract of Agreement signed March 
20, 2003 contains language regarding a minimum number of years an employee 
must he employed before, at retirement, that employee is eligible for Health 
[nsurance (Article XI, Section 3) and Sick Leave Reimbursement (Article XV); 
And whereas it was an oversight at the time of negotiations that current 
employees should he "grandtathered"; 
The panics agree that the ten (10) year minimum years of service referenced in 
Article XI, Section 3 and Article XV, will he waived for unit members employed 
by the District before July 1,2002. 
For the District For the TLUT 
Date Date 
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Peer Coaching Coordinator Position Description and Conditions 
(Agreed upon by TLUT and TLCSDBOE on July 30, 2008) 
Position: Peer Coaching Coordinator 
Qualifications: 
•	 NYS Certification and a minimum of five years of teaching experience. 
•	 Successful completion of an approved professional development experience that prepares the 
individual for educational leadership. 
Reports to: The building Administrator. 
Position Goal: 
To provide leadership, coordinate peer coaching of tenured staff, and facilitate professional 
teaching excellence in Ihe classroom, 
Perfonnance Duties: 
•	 Work with building principals and peer coaches to establish a schedule for observations of tenured 
teachers. 
•	 Recruitment and training of peer coaches. 
•	 Coordination and ove/Sight at the Peer Coaching Program as outlined in Article VIII, Section Eat BOE­
TLUT Contract. 
• Collection of pre and post observation forms and survey of Peer Coaching Program. 
,. Annual report verifying completion of peer coaching collaboration programs. 
Periodical Duties: 
•	 Schedule and coordinate subject area activities described by the annual plan. 
•	 Conduct monthly sUbject area meetings to review goals, document progress, improve communication, 
and address new concerns. 
•	 Participate in curriculum coordinator meetings as established by the Principal. 
•	 Advise the Administration and Staff Development Committee on professional development needs. 
•	 Provide monthly written summaries of subject area activities 10 Administra!ors, other Curriculum 
Coordinators and Department Leaders. 
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